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Abstract. This paper presents the acoustical study of an emotional speech data-
base in standard Basque to determine the set of parameters that can be used for 
the recognition of emotions. The database is divided into two parts, one with 
neutral texts and another one with texts semantically related with the emotion. 
The study is performed on both parts, in order to known whether the same crite-
ria may be used to recognize emotions independently of the semantic content of 
the text. Mean F0, F0 range, maximum positive slope in F0 curve, mean phone 
duration and RMS energy are analyzed. The parameters selected can distinguish 
emotions in both corpora, so they are suitable for emotion recognition. 

1  Introduction 

With the progress of new technologies and the introduction of interactive systems, 
there has been a sudden increase in the demand for user friendly interfaces. For the 
correct development of such kind of interfaces, a high quality Text-to-Speech system 
and a system able to recognize the mood of the user are required. To build this kind 
of systems, a deeper research of the prosodic characteristics of emotional speech is 
necessary. To study the prosody of emotional speech in standard Basque, a new data-
base that includes the six emotions considered the basic ones [1][2] (anger, disgust, 
fear, joy, sadness and surprise) was designed and recorded [3]. This set of basic emo-
tions has been used in different studies related with speech, both for emotion recogni-
tion [4] and for emotion generation [5]. 

The corpus recorded in the database was divided into two parts: one part included 
emotion independent texts, which are common for all emotions. In this part neutral 
style has also been considered, to be used as a reference. The other part includes texts 
semantically related to each emotion, thus, this group is different for all the emotions. 
The acoustical analysis has been made separately for both parts of the database, to 
know whether the emotions were expressed in the same way independently of the 
semantic content of the text and as a result to determine the set of features that can be 
used for the recognition of emotions. 

2   Subjective Evaluation of the Database 

To prove the ability of the speaker to accurately simulate the emotions, assessing this 
way the validity of the database, we prepared a subjective test with the purpose of 
checking whether listeners could identify the intended emotion above chance level 
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(14%). A forced choice test was designed, where users had to select one of the seven 
proposed styles (six emotions plus neutral style). Sentences from both the common 
and specific corpora were selected for the test. 

A total of 15 participants took part in the experiments. Fig. 1 shows the total rec-
ognition rate obtained for each emotion and the one obtained for the common and 
specific texts. Signals belonging to the specific corpus are better identified, but it is 
difficult to determine to what extent this is due to the semantic content of the stimu-
lus, which helps the listener to decide, or to the better expression of the emotion. 
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Fig. 1. Result of the subjective test, showing the recognition rate for each emotion separated by 
text type 

Disgust is the emotion with worst recognition results. It has mainly been confused 
with neutral style. This emotion has also been the most difficult to identify in other 
works for different languages [6][7][8]. Recognition rates are similar in the common 
and specific corpus for surprise, sadness and joy. Anger and fear get poorer results 
for the common corpus, but still well above chance level. Therefore, subjective re-
sults for both corpora are good enough to use them to perform the acoustical analysis 
of the emotions. 

3   Acoustic Analysis of the Database 

Prosodic features are clearly related with emotion, but the nature of this relation has 
still to be determined. In this work, several acoustic parameters related with intona-
tion, duration and energy have been automatically measured and analyzed to know 
how they change to express emotion. These features are mean F0 value (Hz), F0 
range (Hz), maximum positive slope in F0 curve (Hz/ms), mean phone duration (ms), 
mean RMS (dB), mean RMS in low band, between 0 and 2000 Hz (dB) and mean 
RMS in high band from 2000 to 4000 Hz (dB). These values have been studied in the 
whole database, but also independently in the common and the specific corpora. 
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3.1   Comparison of the Distributions of Parameters Between Both Corpora 

To know whether the speaker had expressed the emotions in the same way when 
reading texts related with emotion and texts with neutral content, an ANOVA test has 
been applied to each parameter with a confidence interval of 99%. Results of this 
analysis indicate that the parameter that has been more consistently applied by the 
speaker has been the maximum positive slope of the pitch curve, because none of the 
differences is significant. Besides, joy is the emotion that has been expressed more 
similarly in both corpora, because all the parameters studied, except for phone dura-
tion have differences not significant between both corpora. Anger and surprise have 
been expressed in a different way in the common and specific corpora, because most 
of the parameters have different distributions in both corpora. 

When applying ANOVA to the values of the parameters measured in the common 
corpus, to determine whether differences among distributions were significant for 
different emotions, most of them were found significant (confidence interval of 95%). 
Some pairs were considered not significant in some parameters, but they were not the 
same pairs for every parameter, so a set of parameters that distinguish emotions can 
always been found in this corpus. The same analysis was applied to the values calcu-
lated from the specific corpus, and in this case, more pairs were found no significant, 
probably due to the fact that the speaker overacted in the common corpus to distin-
guish emotions that could not be differentiated by the content. In the specific corpus, 
as semantics indicated which one was the intended emotion, the speaker acted more 
naturally with less exaggerated emotions. 

3.2   Analysis of the Pitch Features 

The values of F0 curve were obtained from data provided by the laryngograph with a 
temporal resolution of 1 ms. Table 1 shows the mean values for the intonation related 
parameters and their related standard deviations separated by emotion. The first three 
columns list the values measured in the specific corpus and the rest of the columns 
have the values of the common corpus. Sadness is the emotion with lower values in 
all the parameters measured. Surprise is the one with wider pitch range. With regard 
to F0 maximum positive slope, anger has the larger one in the specific corpus and joy 
in the common corpus. The emotion with higher mean pitch value is fear. 

Fig. 2 displays in the first graph the mean value of the parameters related with in-
tonation for all emotions. Concerning the mean F0, the values corresponding to the 
specific texts are lower than those corresponding to the common texts for all  emo-
tions. This also happens with F0 range, as can be seen in the second graph of Fig. 2, 
but does not with maximum positive slope of pitch, as the third graph shows. 

For all the parameters related with intonation, the emotions have the same relation 
with neutral style in both corpora: sadness is below neutral level in the three parame-
ters, disgust is below for mean and F0 range and fear and surprise are below neutral 
level in maximum positive slope of F0. 
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Table 1. Values of the intonation parameters measured in the specific corpus (first three col-
umns) and in the common corpus (4th to 6th columns), separated by emotion. Mean value and 
standard deviation are shown in the form mean ± standard deviation 

Emotion Mean F0 Range F0 MPS F0 Mean F0 Range F0 MPS F0 
Anger 256.7±51.9 282.5±79.1 12.3±5.3 370.8±36.5 382.8±73.9 11.6±5.2 
Disgust 206.8±33.7 201.4±59.7 9.5±3.9 217.8±28.7 190.3±53.4 8.8±4.0 
Fear 322.2±44.2 265.6±104.6 5.5±1.3 379.2±36.3 302.2±112.4 5.6 ±1.5 
Joy 306.6±32.1 320.0±80.0 10.9±4.4 314.1±30.8 327.5±87.9 12.3±4.4 
Sadness 175.7±21.1 144.0±44.2 2.3±0.7 212.6±18.2 167.1±56.1 2.4±0.7 
Surprise 280.0±33.9 371.8±52.3 5.6±1.3 339.0±35.8 398.4±61.8 5.4±1.5 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the mean pitch value in the entire database, in the part corresponding to 
the common texts and the specific texts 

3.3   Analysis of the Duration 

For the analysis of phone duration the sentences were automatically segmented using 
an algorithm based in Hidden Markov Models. No manual correction of the time 
labels was made. Duration of pauses was not considered because the database in-
cluded only isolated sentences and the number of internal pauses was not sufficient 
for a statistical analysis. 
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Table 2 lists mean duration values measured in both corpora: first column has the 
values calculated from the specific texts and second column the values from the 
common texts. Sadness is the emotion with lower mean phone duration, therefore, it 
is the one with faster speaking rate. The emotions with slower speaking rate are fear 
and surprise. 

Table 2. Mean value of phone duration for each emotion in the specific corpus (1st column) and 
in the common corpus (2nd column), expressed in ms Standard deviation is also shown in the 
form mean ± standard deviation 

Emotion Mean duration Mean duration 
Anger 88.5 ± 51.4 89.9 ± 52.0
Disgust 85.0 ± 45.3 84.4 ± 40.0
Fear 97.7 ± 61.1 92.2 ± 44.7
Joy 81.5 ± 46.7 78.4 ± 38.9
Sadness 78.8 ± 37.6 76.0 ± 31.9
Surprise 95.7 ± 61.1 99.5 ± 54.2

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of mean phone duration for all emotions in both cor-
pora. Value measured for the neutral style in the common corpus is also displayed for 
reference: anger, fear and surprise have slower speaking rate than neutral style and 
joy and sadness have faster speaking rate. Disgust has a slightly faster speaker rate 
than neutral style. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the mean phone duration in the entire database, in the part corresponding 
to the common texts and the specific texts 

3.4   Analysis of the Power Features 

For the analysis of the power features, the root mean square (RMS) energy of the 
signals was calculated. The spectral distribution of the energy has been considered 
important in other studies about emotional speech for other languages [4], so the 
RMS energy in the 0-2 KHz band (RMS LB) and in the 2-4 KHz band (RMS HB) 
have also been measured. 

Table 3 lists the values related with energy measured for the specific corpus (col-
umns 1 to 3) and the common corpus (columns 4 to 6). The emotions with more en-
ergy are anger and joy and sadness is the one with lower energy. 
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Table 3. Values related with energy measured in the specific corpus (first three columns) and 
in the common corpus (4th to 6th columns). All the parameters are expressed in dB. Mean values 
and standard deviation are shown in the form mean ± standard deviation 

Emotion RMS RMS LB RMS HB RMS RMS LB RMS HB 
Anger 20.5 ± 1.5 20.0 ± 1.7 15.6 ± 1.8 19.3 ± 1.5 18.0 ± 1.8 16.6 ± 1.9 
Disgust 19.3 ± 2.1 19.0 ± 2.1 13.4 ± 2.9 18.4 ± 1.9 18.1 ± 1.9 13.3 ± 2.9 
Fear 19.8 ± 1.3 19.5 ± 1.3 14.0 ± 2.4 16.1 ± 1.6 15.7 ± 1.6 12.2 ± 2.3 
Joy 20.2 ± 1.3 19.6 ± 1.3 15.9 ± 1.7 19.8 ± 1.6 19.1 ± 1.8 15.6 ± 2.1 
Sadness 16.0 ± 2.1 15.8 ± 2.1 8.2 ± 2.7 16.4 ± 2.2 16.3 ± 2.2 8.5 ± 2.7 
Surprise 20.1 ± 1.6 19.7 ± 1.6 15.1 ± 1.9 16.7 ± 1.6 16.1 ± 1.6 13.3 ± 2.3 

Fig. 4 shows the differences in RMS energy values in both parts of the database. In 
this case the values measured in the specific part are in general, higher than those of 
the common texts. This could be due to the fact that both parts of the database have 
been recorded in two different days, and no reference level was given to the speaker. 
RMS energy measured in low and high band have a similar behavior. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the RMS energy in the entire database, in the part corresponding to the 
common texts and the specific texts 

3.5   Characterization of Emotions 

Once the study of the acoustical correlates of emotion is performed, an analysis of 
their suitability to be used in the recognition of emotions is needed. Emotions are well 
separated, when representing the values of mean phone duration and RMS measured 
in both corpora, as Fig.5 shows. Fig. 6 shows the positions of different emotions 
when considering mean F0 and the maximum positive slope of F0 curve: emotions 
are also well separated according to these criteria in both corpora. 

4   Conclusions 

The acoustic correlates of emotion have been analysed in an emotional database for 
standard Basque. The analysis has been made independently for the part of the data-
base that has common neutral texts and for the part that has specific texts related with 
emotions. 

Subjective tests showed that both parts of the database were suitable for the study 
of the expression of emotions, because the recognition rates were well above chance 
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level. Signals with text related with emotion were recognized with higher recognition 
rates, but signals with common texts also achieved good results. 

Objective analysis of the prosodic features that characterize emotions has showed 
that mean F0, maximum positive slope in F0 curve, phone duration and RMS energy 
are suitable for emotion recognition. 
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Fig. 5. Position of emotions in function of mean RMS energy and mean sound duration 
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Fig. 6. Position of emotions in function of mean pitch range and maximum positive slope of 
pitch curve 
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